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During the time of Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee's government, a famous company,

Enron, planned to install a factory in Dabhol, Maharashtra.

But, it could not happen, due to the resistance of the locals.

As a result, angry with the changing odd circumstances, Enron filed a case of compensation of ■ 38,000 crore on the

Government of India.

Vajpayee government appointed Harish Salve (whom you all know).

Salveji won the case of Kulbhushan Jadhav by fighting in the International Court of Justice as an advocate for the

Government of India.

But you will be shocked to know that, Enron's lawyer became P.Chidambaram i.e. P. Chidambaram went against India.

Time went on.

Later 'UPA' government formed. Cabinet Minister Chidambaram could not fight a lawsuit on behalf of Enron. But he

remained a legal advisor and, in favor of Enron

Next disclosure is stunning.

Chidambaram immediately removed Harish Salve from Enron case.

Khabar Qureshi appointed instead of Harish Salve. You got it right.This is the same Pakistani lawyer who, in the case of

Kulbhushan Jadhav, filed the case of Pakistan government.Congress has given 1400/- crore to Pakistani lawyer on behalf of

the GoI as a lawyer's fee.

Finally India lost the lawsuit and the government of India had to pay a huge compensation of 38,000 /- crore. But, the Lutian

media either gave this news a goal or didn't show it in a straight wa

Now think how much fees would have been charged to fight a case of 38000/- crore

Readers who decide the fee of a lawyer in a case of a claim will know that, after seeing the lawyer's case, from ten percent

to sixty percent up in percentage of fees.And why there was no ruckus on this?

If this case was in the time of Modi, and the Indian government would have lost in the court, then?Leave the sycophants, the

devotees would have also run after Modi with a stick.

And one more funny thing.. The companies that invested in Enron and filed this project only invested
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$ 300 million.i.e. at that time as per the regulation rate it 1530 /-crore There was a 38,000 /- crore benefit in just seven years

and that too without planting one unit of electricity..??*

Congress is more destructive than our ability to think.

This was the government of 'world famous' economist', experienced and educated robbers!
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